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Exciting New Changes to Membership Structure
The Board has restructured the Club’s membership categories to better reflect the needs of the members and to provide greater flexibility and value.
Effective immediately the following structure and fee schedule has been put in place:

Category

Fee

Term

Ordinary

$55

12 months

Associate

$25

12 months

Junior

$5

12 months

Family

$90

12 months

Country

Benefits / Comments
From end of month of joining
From end of month of joining
Partner of full member
From end of month of joining
Children of ordinary member up to age 18 yrs
From end of month of joining
2 adult partners & their children to 18 yrs

No longer available

In addition, the Board has also instigated the following new categories to help the Club raise much needed funds and
to adequately recognise those members who take advantage of this new initiative. Each category has been structured to provide members with benefits at least equal to their investment.
If you are interested in taking advantage of these new membership levels or wish to

Category

Fees

Term

Benefits / Comments
5% discount on all event entries

Bronze

$500

3 years

$1,500

5 years

Event dollars $200*
7.5% discount on all event entries

Silver

Event dollars $1,000*
10% discount on all event entries

Gold

$3,500

10 years

Event dollars $2,000*
Family membership, as per Family category
Board of Honour

Note

Event dollars will be issued by vouchers in denominations of $50 and on any one event a maximum of $100
of vouchers can go towards the entry fees for the event.
Event dollars are transferrable to other members

discuss further please contact Neil Michel (0407 640 963 or neil@enmark.com.au).

The new membership structure is
now open with benefits available immediately

2011 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
APPLICANT INFORMATION
Name:
Current Residential address:

City:

State:

Post Code:

Home Ph:

Work Ph:

Mobile Ph:

Email address:

Postal Address:
Age:
Occupation:

I would like my Club Magazine (please tick one)
Posted

Emailed

I’ll Download off the Website:
OFFICIATING DUTIES

Officials Licence Number and Categories
I would like to assist at the following events: (Please Tick)
Short Course Rallies

Qld Rally Championship

Rally Queensland ARC

Aust Off Road Championship

Touring Road Events

Motorkhana

Club Events

Club Nights

ACTIVITIES
I am interested in participating in (Please tick)
Rallies

Off Road

Touring Road Events

Drifting

Motorkhana

Sprints (Circuit)

Social/Family (Suggestions?)

Other : (Please advise)
PROPOSERS
1st:

Name

Signature:

M/Ship No:

2nd

Name

Signature:

M/ship No:

Method of Payment:

CASH

Direct Deposit to :

∼

CHQ

∼

CREDIT CARD

∼

NAB Brisbane Sporting Car Club Account 50845 2534

M/ORDER

∼

BSB 084391

DIRECT DEPOSIT

∼

Ref: (Your Name)

CARD HOLDER NAME:

CARD NUMBER

__ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __/ __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ EXP DATE __ __ / __ __

I, the Undersigned, hereby make application for membership of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club Ltd and attach herewith the membership
application of $
for the year ending 31st December next. I acknowledge that pursuant to the terms of the Constitution, the Board is not
required to deal with this application until such time as the abovementioned subscription fees are received by the Company. I agree to be
bound by the Constitution of the Company and any amendment of extension thereto:
Signature of applicant:
M/ship Type:

ORD : $55.00

Date:

∼

ASSOC : $25.00 (Ord Member Partner) ∼

Junior $5.00

∼

Family $90.00

Your Club Needs You Now !
Here is your chance to be involved and have your say
Positions Vacant
As part of the Club’s development plan your Board is focussing very
heavily on activities that will grow the Club and its membership base,
and to that end it is establishing sub-committees responsible for the following areas:
Event and Club Promotion
Event Planning
Event Secretarial
Property and Equipment
Finance
As part of this process the Board is very keen to appoint a
person(s) to actively manage the Club’s website and undertake
a review and upgrade.
The roles of the Event Planning and Event Secretarial sub-committees is to focus on not only assisting on
events but also on the very important task of appointment and training of key officials to assist in running
events.
Current experienced members will be available to assist where necessary for each of the sub-committees.
Persons with a willingness to be involved in the Club and have a hand in its future direction and success
are invited to send a short email to the Club (bscc@ozemail.com.au) indicating their interest and nominating the relevant sub-committee.
If you would like to discuss any aspect of this further or have any queries please do not hesitate to contact
any of the board or the Vice President, Barry Neuendorff (0414 335862).

NEARY NAILS ‘EM” at Philcomm
Rally Jimna 2010
The Brisbane based crew crew of Mark Neary
and Lynnford Stephenson piloted their M.A.N.
Rigging and Construction Subaru to the narrowest of wins over the C/W Auto Parts Recyclers
crew of Rob Bishop and Jo O’Dell in their Evo 1
Lancer at the third round of the Queensland
Rally Championship, the Philcomm Rally 2010
held on Saturday 30 October.
Less than 30 seconds separated theses two
crews after over 120 km of competition on the
challenging roads of the Jimna Forest. Third
placing was taken by the Menzies Auto and
Towing Service crew of Wayne Menzies and
Chris Baxter who made the trek from Rockhampton to compete in the Evo 6 Lancer. A
sterling drive by novice driver Adam Laney ( in
only his second event) co-driven by Hamish
Scanlain ( in his very first) saw them secure a
well earned fourth place.
In the Clubman part of the event, the veteran
crew of Alan Clunes and Gavin Wieland in the
NUT and BOLT Factory Mazda 323 scored a
fine first place after trailing second placegetters
Glenn Mitchell and Peter Clydesdale in the Murgon Motors Escort who led the event until the
last stage where a problem saw them drop over
five minutes to the eventual winners. Third
place was taken by that legend of Queensland
Rallying Viv Gees and Brad Wedlock in the evergreen ( that is red!) Ford Tudor.
After many months of little or no rallying as a
result of the prolonged wet spell a total of 27
crews started the event which was delayed by
thirty five minutes awaiting the arrival of the Ambulance from Kilcoy. The challenging roads of
the Jimna forest caught out a number of experienced crews, with John Spencer/Craig Lee,
(EVO 6) Ross Cox/Jason Page (VR4) and
Jamie Macfarlane/Terry O’Donnell (Holden
Commodore) coming to grief, thankfully without
any injury to person (other than pride). Kent
Lawrence/Stephen Andrews were another crew
who had too close a look at the scenery. The
event was a real “Philcomm affair”, with

staffer Del Garbett calling the shots in her first
QRC as Clerk of Course, Managing Director
Fred Van Tuinen driving the Double Zero car,
son Matt and daughter-in-law Danielle manning
a road block in the Telecoast stage - Matriach
Judy was also seen socialising on the day, as
indeed Matriachs should do!
It was wonderful to see a lot of “old “ faces out
in a variety of roles, including BSCC Board
Members Patrick Hetherman ( Radio operator
extraordinaire) , Jim Reddiex (Sweep) Rod
Sams (Secretary), Neil Michel (Start Control)
and Errol Bailey (Del’s Slave), and of course the
Clerk of Course herself. It was also pleasing to
see a number of past Board Members pitching
in the make the event happen, including past
president Craig Porter with Larry Littlewood on
the finish control of the Telecoast stage, and
past vice-president Peter Whalley deputising as

Course Checker in the Double Zero car.
A very special “thank you” to Fred Van Tuinen
for sponsoring the event, and also to WOW
Sight and Sight for providing awards for the
hard working officials. All competitors, officials
and club members are encouraged to attend
the event Trophy Presentation at the Clubrooms
on 10 November, commencing at 7.30pm.
Come along and show your support for the
event sponsor, without whom the event would
not have happened.
All eyes now turn to the final round of the QRC,
“The Goodyear Autocare Gallangowan” Rally
to be held at Gallangowan on 4th December –
see details elsewhere in this Magazine.
DEL’S SLAVE

New BSCC Rally Series
The Board is in the process of putting the final touches to
an exciting and new Club Rally Series for 2011.
The series promises to offer new event concepts with a
mix of current and different locations (including alterna‐
tives to the traditional forest roads) and offering competi‐
tion to all members no matter what competition vehicle
they own.
Whilst the series is still being developed, some of the planned features are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open to all vehicles, Schedule R, 4wd, Group N(P), PRC, etc
Minimal class structures, based on capacity and number of driven wheels
Major prizes for Series winners of classes
Short course and long course events
Affordable entry fees
Discounts on entry fees for BSCC members
Bonus points for junior members
Series winners can only be BSCC members
Events to be multi club status

But Help is needed:
Many of our current organising teams include current Board members who have been working extremely
hard for the membership during 2010. Many of these also have significant other involvement in the sport
including assisting on numerous events for the club and other clubs’ events. This group are in need of a
well deserved break.
The Board is now seeking your urgent assistance to run the new Club Rally Series in 2011. We are in des‐
perate need of:
Clerks of Courses
Deputy Clerks of Courses
Assistant Clerks of Courses
Event Secretaries
Course Checkers
Trainees
It does not matter if you don’t have the appropriate official’s licences or doubt if you have the experience
or knowledge, our experienced team will only be too happy to assist in providing the training and support
needed. It should be acknowledged that many of these team members are some of the most experienced
and successful organisers in Australia and are sought after by many event organisers from around the
country to be involved on their events. So here is the chance to be trained by the best.
Many event organisers often state that they have just as much fun and satisfaction organising events as
they do in competing – so here is your chance to get in on the action and learn some new skills or im‐
prove your existing ones. Don’t delay ‐ contact Neil Michel now! (0407 640 963 or neil@enmark.com.au).

Co-Pilot Rally Watch
The Co-Pilot Rally Watch is specifically designed for rally co-drivers and is
used by the world’s leading co-drivers including Daniel Elena and Phil Mills.
This unique watch, which shows both time of day and a stopwatch
simultaneously, has been designed by co-drivers with a host of functions
dedicated to rally use, while remaining very easy to use. The watch can
store up to 30 stage times, has a large, clear display, and can be set to a
choice of pre-start functions which allow the co-driver to start the stopwatch
at any time during the preceding minute of their stage start time.
Tel: 0417 446 940 or Email coral@idx.com.au

TOURING ROAD EVENT

An all-bitumen event suitable for
standard and improved road cars.
Whether a complete novice or
seasoned campaigner, you’ll enjoy
a fun-packed day of scenic touring,
testing navigation and exciting sprint
and motorkhana special tests. So put
away your fluffy slippers and get
your entries in NOW!

Saturday 20th
November 2010
Willowbank Raceway > South East Qld
locations > Wivenhoe Dam

Contact the
Brisbane Sporting Car Club on
07 3846 0233 or visit www.bscc.asn.au

HELD UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL SPORTING CODE OF THE FIA AND THE NATIONAL COMPETITION RULES OF CAMS.

Racing Suits

FIA approved harnesses

TerraTrip Rally Computers

Fire Systems

Racing Seats

Workshop Services
x Race car preparation

x

Sump guards

x Roll cage construction

x

Mud flaps

x Mig and Tig Welding

x

Suspension modifications

x Sheet metal fabrication

x

Custom seat mounts

54 HIGH STREET KIPPA-RING 4021
PHONE: (07) 32841546
FAX: (07) 32481878
Email: info@kcf-rallysport.com.au
Website: www.kcf-rallysport.com.au

Brian’s got the tree!
Fred’s got the Party Pad.
So come along and
have some fun. Bring
your togs!
Everyone is welcome

WHERE:
“Bushy Park”
441 Priestdale Road
Rochedale

WHEN:

Saturday the 11th of
December 2010 at 5:00pm
RSVP Essential.
By November 30th

Santa will be
there!
Mums and Dads, please contact
the club for Santa’s secrets if
your child is coming along.
Brisbane Sporting Car Club Ph: 3846 0233
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WARIALDA 200 ------ Twenty Years On

…………………Rod Sams

From its humble beginnings twenty years ago off road racing at Warialda continues to go from
strength to strength. This year’s event proved to be a fitting 20th year celebration of the running
of the event.
Run over the weekend of September 25 – 26 a near record of sixty two crews descended on the
town to do battle. A large number of past competitors and supporters were also in town to
celebrate the twenty year milestone.
“You have to run an Off road Event here, you could make a good track” were the
prophetic words spoken by Derrick Kennedy in 1989 as he stood on the now Headquarters
location at Monomeath. The Warialda 200 was born around the kitchen table at the home of
Bryan and Bev Basham the owners of Monomeath. Local offroaders Terry Rose and Bryan and
Doug McMillian from Moree set about building the twenty five kilometer track (which remains
basically the same to this day).
This was also the foundation of the
Warialda Motor Sport Club. Many of the
Warialda competitors had previously
been members of BSCC. This
connection saw the first event run under
the BSCC banner on the 24th and 25th of
August 1991 with Derrick Kennedy and
local Dave Moor as directors. Bev
Basham under the guidance of Esme
Gibson took on the role of event
secretary. A role she held for many
years.
Chapman heads to the finish

One of the main sponsors of the event
was Bob Mowbray from Hunter
Rivmasta. Bob’s support still continues

today as a major sponsor of the event.
Over the years there have been seven winners of
the event with the early years dominated by Bill
Buchanan (1991,1992) David Mendham (1993)
and Doug McMillian (1994.1995,1996). More
recent winners have been Bruce Chapman (1997,
2005, 2008, 2009, 2010), Terry Rose (1998,1999,
2001, 2004 2006, 2007) , Laurie Svenson (2000,
2002), Adam Barnacoat (2003).
This year’s event got underway with scrutineering
held in the main street. A large crowd of locals
were on hand to meet and welcome all the
competitors. A major topic of conversation was the
weather with recent rains putting the event in

Joe Bulmer

doubt. As it turned out the weather remained fine over the weekend making for perfect
conditions for running the event.
Track conditions looked good with Monomeath looking a picture following the recent rain.
Saturday morning saw the pit area fill to capacity as competitors readied themselves for racing.
There was strong support for the local crews with an expectation they would do well this year.
The action got underway with the running of
the prologue to determine starting order for
the first heats. Local crew of Terry and
Howard Rose (Car 11) showed their
intentions early by setting the fastest time of
3m33s from Buddy and Kerry Crowe (Car 4)
with 3m.36s. Third place was Damien
Pendfold/ Mark Everleigh (Car 907) in
3m39s.
The lead in the short heats was a battle
between these three Pro Buggies with Bruce
and Bryce Chapman (Car 58) keeping them
Buddy Crowe
honest. In Prolite buggies Michael
Spokes/Alan Hetherington (Car 116) lead the
way from Phillip Page/Mark Griffith (Car 148) from Todd Lawrence (Car 146). Chris and Len Levi
(Car 210) were the best of the Super 1650s from Gerald Reid/Arron Saliba (Car 209) and Tait
Svenson/Leah Hoppe (Car 207)
Billy and Traci Standing (Car 366) were the best of the Sportsman Buggies from Grant and Tim
Walker (Car 352) and Jarrad Everleigh/ Billy Hutchen (Car 322). It was the Extreme 2wds which
had the spectators cheering. Daniel Attard (Car420) and Matt and Wayne Attard (Car 448) had
their trucks flying. They were being kept honest by Gavin Mickle/Ron Schmdt (Car 424). Locals
Warwick and Cherie Rose (Car 599) were the leading Performance 2WD from Bevan
Michel/Josh Robb (Car 557). Ian Hedley/Luke Kenyor was in front in the Extreme 4WDs.
Saturday’s activities concluded with a reconnaissance of the long course. Saturday night was
the time to celebrate with around 350 people squeezing into the Town Hall for the 20th
anniversary dinner. It was a time to reminisce on the past and recognize the previous winners
and those who have been involved in the event over the years. Tales of past feats and what
might have been filled the hall. An auction of memorabilia including a painting of the past
winners raised several thousand dollars for the local school and charities.
Sunday morning saw most crews arrive at the
track bright and early. The race was still wide open
as crews started with a short course heat. The
best two times of the short heats determined the
start order of the two long course heats. Terry
Rose was still the crowd favorite as they set off
around the long track. The testing conditions
started to take their toll with fifteen starters failing
to finish the first long heat. Rose had built up a
small lead but came to grief when he slid into a
Attard flying high

tree. This opened the way for the two Runamuck cars of Chapman and Crowe to fight out the
lead, with Crowe winning by 4 seconds.
The heat also saw the demise of both Attard trucks. The start of the final long heat saw only
thirty seven crews remaining in the race. The battle for the lead continued right up to the line
with Chapman just ousting Crowe for the honours by eleven seconds after two hundred
kilometers of racing.
The win stamps Chapman’s authority on the event with him achieving a hat trick of wins for the
last three years. The Runamuk team were well pleased all round. Third O/R was Todd Lawrence
who ran a great race to also win the Prolite class from John and Jodie Batchelor (Car 125).
Fourth O/R was the Goondiwindi pair of Joe
Bulmer/Mick Phillips (Car 36).
Gerald Reid/Arron Saliba (Car 209) did well to be
fifth O/R and first in the Super 1650 class in front
of Werner Zettl/Greg Borthwick (Car 201).
Sportman class was won by Jarrad Everleigh/
Billy Hutchen from the all girl crew of Katherine
Wellings /Elizabeth Lee (Car 358). The Grant
team in Car 405 out lasted all opposition to be
the only finisher in the Extreme 2WDs. The
Rose’s got the pink ute to the finish line to win
Performance 2WD from Bevan Michel/Josh
Robb. Ian Hedley/Luke Kenyor won the Extreme
4WDs.

Terry Rose using all his suspension

The event lived up to its reputation and was very well supported this year with a great spectator
turn out. Congratulations’ go to the Warialda Motor Sports Club for another great event. A fitting
20th anniversary celebration. This year was my nineteenth trip to Warialda and I still see the
same enthusiasm for the event I saw those many years ago.
Derrick Kennedy’s words in the 1991 May Edition of Brisport said it all “Warialda is at a fever
pitch, the prospect of hosting an off road race has the town jumping. The support is
coming from everywhere, it certainly makes a change where an off road race is welcomed
into a community.” Nothing much has changed !!!

Ian Hedley

Some mid race entertainment

October Club Night

Rally Jimna 2010
Provisional Results By Car Number
Results will become Final as per NCR

Jeff Kilbride, Donna Kilbride

Corolla P2

8

Ross Cox, Jason Page

9
10
11

VR4 P6

6 Marco Jansen, Cameron McIntosh
5 Andrew Rask, Donna Rask

WRX P5
Stanza P3

Jamie Macfarlane, Terry O'Donnell

Commodore P4

12

Marty Penfold, Scott Bolt

Datsun 1600 P3

13

8 Allan Clunes, Gavin Wieland

14

7 Grant Brecknell, James McIntosh

Impreza P5

15

9 John Keen, Ray Priest

Impreza P5

16
17

10 Ben Lynagh, Jeff Mendoza

Mazda 323 P6

Mirage P2

Shaun Dragona, Annette Dragona

Datsun 1600 P3

18

11 Andrew Lenton, Linda Topfer

19

12 Viv Gees, Brad Wedlock

Falcon P4

IvanTurkovic, Tony Best

Datsun 1600 P3

20
21

4 Adam Laney, Hamish Scanlain

22

James Wilson, Kurt Sorenson

23

David Ovenden, Cate Kelly

24

Dave Gaines, Nikki Doyle

25

Craig Newell, Linda Newell

Charade P2

Sprinter P2
Gemini P2
RX2 R
Datsun 1200 R
Civic P2

26

Anthony Tanzer, Lee Wilson

Escort R

27

Glenn Mitchell, Peter Clydesdale

Escort P3

28

Eugene Rutland, Jay Davidson

Escort P3

29

Michael Lasijczuk, Laverne Lasijczuk

Tuesday2 November 2010, 12 Noon

Datsun 180B P3

Published in Accordance with NCRs

Scoring Programme designed and written by Lois Collings

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x x
x x

x
x
x x
x x x

x

x x
x x
x

x

x
x x

x x
x

x x
x

Tot Pen

7

X-Motion 3

Falcon XR8 P4

Philcomm 3

Ian Menzies, Bob McGowan

Comtel 3

6

x
x
x

Sub Total

Evo 6 P5

4:33 17:30

6:09

6:07

4:31 17:13

6:06

6:46

6:15

4:41 17:39

6:23

6:11

4:45 17:42

0:00 1:10:22

6:36

4:52

18:19

0:00

1:40:09

6:46

6:14

4:36 17:46

6:33

6:08

4:34 17:29

0:00 1:10:06

6:24

4:40

18:33

0:00

1:39:43

6:37

6:36

4:51 19:03

6:42

6:41

4:56 19:01

0:00 1:14:27

7:17

5:16

20:21

0:00

1:47:21

Broken Diff

6:55

6:49

4:57

Co-Driver Unwell

7:02

6:41

5:03

Rolled

7:24

6:49

5:07

7:17

6:55

5:05 19:41

7:07

6:49

5:06 19:08

0:00 1:17:08

7:31

5:22

20:47

0:00

1:50:48

7:23

6:43

4:59 19:09

7:23

6:47

5:05 19:00

0:00 1:16:29

7:01

5:07

19:55

0:00

1:48:32

7:45

7:08

5:07 19:50

7:27

7:06

5:09 19:53

0:00 1:19:25

7:38

5:38

21:21

0:00

1:54:02

7:25

6:51

5:10 19:25

7:41

6:45

5:11 19:40

0:05 1:18:13

7:16

5:25

20:47

0:05

1:51:41

7:35

7:16

5:18 20:11

7:32

7:02

5:22 20:25

0:00 1:20:41

7:28

5:27

20:58

0:00

1:54:34

7:30

6:58

5:10 19:28 53:40

6:53

5:03 19:27

1:45 2:05:54

7:29

5:27

19:43

1:45

2:38:33

Sub Pen

3 Wayne Menzies, Chris Baxter

6:07

6:16

X-Motion 2

5

6:33

Left Rd after f/f

Philcomm 2

WRX P5

SS11

Slid off road

Comtel 2

Evo 1 P5

1 Mark Neary, Lynnford Stephenson

SS9 SS10

TOTAL

Reason

D CD

x
x
x

SS4 SS5 SS6 SS7 SS8
Telecoastl 2

2 Rob Bishop, Jo O'Dell

4

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

SS3

X-Motion 1

3

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

SS2

Philcomm 1

Evo 6 P5
Evo 6 P5

SS1

Comte l

Kent Lawrence, Stephen Andrews
John Spencer, Craig Lee

Withdrawal

Telecoast 1

1
2

P Roc

Excel

Vehicle Grp Event QRC Club 2WD
Cls
Reg. Reg.
Q C D C DC
DC

Car Pos Driver/Co-Driver
No Out

6:41

7:19
Wheel fell off

7:28

W/D
Re Joined

7:44

9:16

8:18

8:06

5:49 22:01

0:00 1:45:49

8:19

6:02

22:45

0:00

2:22:55

Re Joined

8:11

7:40

18:05 26:30

5:31 26:00 25:43

8:36

6:19 22:31

0:20 1:50:51

8:14

5:54

22:49

0:20

2:27:48

7:10

6:53

5:04 19:24

7:07

6:41

5:04 18:40

0:00 1:16:03

6:53

5:15

19:29

0:00

1:47:40

7:09

6:56

5:03 19:10

7:22

6:46

5:01 19:20

0:00 1:16:47

7:22

6:50

4:56 18:53

7:33

6:41

4:57 18:55

0:00 1:16:07

7:13

6:48

5:00 19:11

7:16

W/D
7:45

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x x
x

x x

Engine problem

7:21

7:10

5:12 19:42

7:36

7:28

5:30 20:26

0:15 1:20:40

7:12

6:52

4:55 18:49

7:02

6:38

5:01 24:59

0:15 1:21:43

8:32

7:34

5:23 20:31

7:54

7:18

5:24 20:28

0:00 1:23:04

8:15

8:46

17:35 20:43

8:06

7:37

5:43 21:21

0:55 1:39:01

Page 1 of 1

BATHURST PILGRIMAGE 2010
Many religions have a must do pilgrimage once in a lifetime, Christians the holy land, Muslims go to Mecca, Jews the
wailing wall in Jerusalem, Hindu bathe in the Ganges, Motorsport enthusiasts it is Mount Panorama! This year the
chance came to go with some friends with our caravans to the mountain for some 9 days. 4 of us set up in the
Paddock enclosure with our caravans should be fun.
We left Brisbane on a Wednesday some 12 days before the event intending to casually tour down and take three
days to arrive. After a hectic week the R & R was welcome. Uncertainty was in the air when warning signs at
Warwick announced road near Goondi was only 2.8 meters wide due to flooding! Press on she’ll be right. The trip
down was in clear weather and was indeed restful. O/night stops at Rest stop south of Bogabilla and at Binnaway
then a quaint town, Sofala reputed to be the oldest Gold town in Australia still in existence. The last stop only 50ks
from Bathurst. Now the Paddock camping area opens to campers at 9am on the Saturday a week before the big
event. We rolled in at 9-20am. Plenty of room to move and set up.
After lunch we walked about the Paddock area
and checked out possible vantage points to watch
the cars. The camp site is between Conrod
Straight and Mountain Straight, what a choice.
After that check out the showers and toilet blocks.
Brand new and excellent. ( that was a surprise)
The weather was cold and overcast with rain at
times, a wind that was very keen.
Not much
action going on just a few trucks delivering
furniture etc.. Some traddies about, rigging
cables, trip into town for milk & bread, happy hour
then dinner then bed. No excitement really
except one member of our party made his own
Rum.
Sunday a day to catch up on washing and drive
the famous mountain Circuit. So after doing the washing in town and drying in the machines. (This was the warmest I
had been for two days) we did a weeks shopping and returned., to cruise the famous race track.
There is a speed limit on the track of 60kms per hour and the cops were out and about with radar guns, especially on
Conrod Straight. Your first drive up and over the Mountain at 60kms/hr is certainly an experience. The track is
narrower and the corners tighter, than the impression one gets from watching the TV. The Cutting is exceptionally
tight, and narrows on entry, climbs up to a couple of right curves and along Sulman Park where the cars get within a
micro metre of the wall to line up the left run along McPhillamy Park. Don’t go over the inside wall here as Bathurst is
a long way down. We then begin to decend through the Esses, tight and steep and blind corners. The left hand
sand trap has been bitumenised for safety. Then The dipper a real steep descend and then a squirt to Forest Elbow
and onto Conrod Straight, Oh boy. It is so so hard to keep to 60klms/hr but you know the Cops are here
somewhere. You are reminded of that by the brake lights of the automatic cars ahead as they try to keep to the
speed limit. It seems the cars themselves become human and want to go fast. Then, the Chase. It is a very tight
climbing left hand which is totally blind beyond the crest. Even at 60kmph it is difficult to keep to only the left hand
side of the road. (Remember it is two way traffic ) Then the bridge (not Dunlop now Armor All) then a corner 90 left at
Murrays and onto Start finish straight up to a 90 at Hell’s and onto Mountain Straight. Entry to the Pits and Paddock
Camp area is off Mountain straight so rolling up to the gate I ask the good wife “ do want to go around again?”
“Alright” she replied so off we went, another three times to be exact. I just love a closet racer.
And so another happy hour with our friends, dinner and bed. Dinner was late as being true Qeenslanders we waited
for the sun to go down and seeing as this was day 1 of daylight saving happy hour extended despite falling
temperature.
Monday public holiday and ideal time to visit the Australian Motor Racing Museum which is located at entrance to the
Race Circuit. The museum is worth a visit. It takes a fair time to go through. Previous Club Member Greg Hansford
has a big display of his Kawasaki era. I enjoyed some of the extremely old film of Motorcycle racing on the
mountain. A dirt track and you can recognise the curves and corners. Imagine howling down Conrod a dirt track on
a bike with rigid frame and girder forks, no Chase to slow for and a 90 left with mass humanity standing on edge of
track and NO FENCES, Oh and leather helmets. Some very interesting vehicles for me the brute engineering of a
garage built Hudson Terraplane was worth the visit.

Dodging rain we alternated between lunch and other activities around the camp site. We marvelled at the flag
display of the Ford Camp. It had taken two full days to erect and we took a great pic of the flags looking like a
Mongal battle camp of Genghis Khan with a rain shower behind and a fab rainbow that stuck there for an hour!
Happy hour and dinner, we appreciated day light and the ability to extend happy hour. A few more campers had
arrived but not as many as I expected to be there so far. To get a camp site one has to book and pay for the whole
week irrespective of the time you will spend there. Also one has to have a four day pass as well if staying for four
days or more. The availability of camp sites is limited. They are booked out from year to year. Those who have
been before have priority. One has to go on a waiting list or know someone who books multiple sites. In my case I
have an associate who books 5 each year. Campers get to know each other by first names as each year they camp
alongside each other. They trade camp sites if they know they will not be returning next year. Amazing really, at this
point in time in our visit, I am not sure what brings people back year after year. Anyway before bed on Monday lets
take a spin round the circuit at night. Oh my what a difference. First Circuit suss it out no visible Gendarmes.
Second up the Mountain and the wind was cold and cruel but at 80kms/h it was exciting to say the least and the
Esses and Dipper awesome. How do they do it 100kms faster ?
Tuesday was a fine and warmer day. We had decided to take the trip to Jenolin caves. I can tell you it was well
worth the effort. Fabulous they are. A tour guide gives you all the information. I must admit it was nice to come into
the fresh air after an hour and a half underground. Imagine how those South American miners felt on coming out
after almost three months. If you are travelling in the area give a day and visit Jenolin, Like Bathurst it is another
thing to tick off the must do list. Returning to the track, the camp site was now 50% occupied. Smoke rising from the
many fires. The old hands at camping here come with trailer full of wood and braziers to burn it. Yes it is cold at
Bathurst. They also have generators to power their TV sets and the regulation esky. I expected much more noise
and exuberance than had happened so far. The policy of limiting the amount of booze brought in does work. The
permitted amount is truly enough for the average person. A few more runs around the race track bringing our total
to 8, happy hour and dinner then bed. Oh yes the TV did work fine.
Wednesday the track had been closed and more vehicles were arriving with Race cars and the place at last took on
the look that there were races coming up. We had decided that this day was final and day for domestic activities,
shopping etc. Unfortunately so had many others, who were camping at the track. The Laundrette was crowded
most of the day. We did our final grocery top up. At 11am we viewed the traditional parade of the race teams
transporters through Bathurst to the track. It was spectactular and the rigs are beautifully turned out. A parade of Bdoubles all shine, chrome and glitter was impressive. I thought we should try something like this at IROQ. Most rally
cars arrive on trailers and therefore are visible, it would look really good. Their was a free BBQ for race fans in the
middle of town, put on by the Council. So we had lunch for free. All that took most of the day to do. On the way
back to the track we viewed the Victorian architecture of the Gaol main gate. At the track more people had arrived
and more camp fires were burning. We need not attend to domestic duties anymore until Brisbane. Happy hour,
dinner and bed. Bring on the race cars.
Thursday. First day of practice. My wife and I decided to take a trip on the bus up to the mountain top and see the
other half. Well worth the effort. On the Mountain the atmosphere is certainly different. More feral? Yes. Still no
sign of excessive drunkenness. The toilet facilities not quite as good as in the paddock but OK. Mind you the
facilities at the Mount Panorama circuit are just about sufficient. We viewed the Super car & ute first practice at Reid
Park and moved to Sulman Park and close to McPhillamy. We discovered that it is pretty boring to watch cars go by
and not be able to view one of the big screens. Once you can view a big screen as well it takes on a whole different
feeling. We watched GT cars and legends. The crowd on the hill far more vocal than those down below. Some
amazing sites. An esky with racing slicks and FB holden tail lights beautifully manufacture and a great spray job, red
of course. We saw the cops nail a guy who had made a mower into a Jim Beam racing look a-like with esky trailer
Ford of course. They got him for unregistered vehicle without a road worthy. We were glad we went through drug
searches and grog checks and we enjoyed the day. We finally decided that the best place to view the big race would
be at the chase, there they are going super fast. So happy hour, dinner and bed. A bit of a tragedy though we had
exhausted the home made rum and were forced to return to Good old Bundy.
Friday first day for actual races, so we put our chairs out at the Chase. The camp site was now getting pretty full.
Amazingly there was more socialising in the camp site than people at the track side watching the action. There
seems to be a cult amongst the regular visitors of touring the merchandise tents and buying up $200 jackets etc from
the teams then comparing notes back at camp. We went to Supercheap and purchased a small FM/AM radio which
could tune into the track commentary, cost $3:50. We needed a power board for the caravan a 4 socket thing with
overload, $2:oo and a pack of three LED torches complete with nine AAA batteries for $5:oo now how good is that.
We returned for morning tea at our camp. Almost every camp and caravan had either a blue or red flag flying, mine
nothing so to fit in I got my Queensland flag out and flew it with pride. On the track we had cars actually preparing to
Race. The Utes got going for a 7 lap contest and were really something, locking wheels and running funny lines
through the Chase, this is more like it. Lead cars on lap 2 up into the cutting and bang into the wall. Out with safety

Old Dogs Can Learn New Tricks!
The Goodyear AutoCare Gallangowan organising team of Sheridan Hetherman, Neil Michel &
David Nash ably assisted by Ross Makela, Course Checker from Central Qld Motorsport Club
took the opportunity to help the Philcom Rally Jimna by doing a start control on Special Stage –
Telecoast.
Whilst many of the team had done this many times before I had never done a start control.
Sheridan Hetherman, daughter of life member and board member Patrick Hetherman was the
teacher and instructor. Despite my successful attempts for the first running of the stage, to be the
social member of the team and let someone else do the hard work, Sheridan ensured I was
pressed into action on the second running of the stage.
It was a great experience, I found it was not daunting and that I have now done something that
despite 35 years in the sport I hadn’t done before. It was a also great to see how the different
crews approach the stage starting process from heaps of noise and wheel spin to a more controlled approach, I am sure Nashy prefers the more controlled approach as he was the start line
official for both runs and got his fair share of the dusty conditions.
Neil Michel

car. It took two laps to clear up. Off they went racing again and over the mountain more comings together at the
Esses, out with safety car again and two more laps. Off they went racing againb, howling down Conrod locking
wheels through the Chase onto start finish straight and the Chequered flag! So out of 7 laps we saw just on 3 laps
of racing. Ah well. The GT cars came out and a similar episode. Sure we saw Practice and qualifying for the
supports but all day actual racing only consisted of seven laps! The rest was a procession behind the safety car. I
was beginning to understand why the regulars stayed socialising in their camp sites. At least tonight at Happy hour
we had something about motor cars to talk about. We had come to the decision that it was going to take something special to beat the Vodaphone cars. We also noted that so far Skaife was a slower co-driver and could be a
problem. At the same time the Jim Beam car 18, had two pretty quick drivers. So again Happy hour and dinner
and bed.
Saturday surely was to be better racing and we would see the top ten shoot out. Now the crowd was certainly
thicker on track side but lots were still in camp socialising but they had TV now to keep them up to date. The Fujitsu series cars certainly raced well and managed to keep away from each other and most of the time the fences.
However the safety cars certainly earned their money. Unfortunately it becomes boring behind safety cars. The
top ten was interesting and one could see tactics beginning to play. SO nothing more to do but mark our spot with
a tarp and we even pegged a chair to the ground. Organisers said they would remove same but they never did.
To do that they would need an army of helpers and some trucks to move them all from around the circuit, And it
would take all night. So Happy Hour and an early start to the big race tomorrow.
Sunday, the big day. Up early and out to the track at 6am to occupy and defend was an excellent spot at the
Chase as opposite was a large screen for TV and the cars were howling down at max speed hitting the anchors
and it is one of the few overtaking points on the circuit. There were a couple of support races and then the Super
car warm up. All quite ho hump and yes our spot was secure. No the organisers did remove the tarps marking
spots and our chair was still there. SO we were ready. I do not intend to comment on the race itself all would
have seen it on the TV. Suffice to say it was tactically entertaining and who can forget that lap 1 crash.
It was right in front of us, in fact we got covered in the dust
from the roll. Wow I have seen some beauties but that one
took the biscuit. Somewhere in this magazine is a pic of what
we saw. That night happy hour was a non event as we
packed up for an early start on the Monday to get back to
Brisbane in time for the Board meeting on Tuesday. Yes we
enjoyed a two week break which happened to have Bathurst
in the middle.
Patrick Hetherman

BSCC Clubrooms Sale
For those who have been to the Club rooms lately may have noticed that there are For Sale signs erected advertising the Club rooms for sale.
This was previously announced as a possibility at the members’ general meeting held earlier in the year. The
Board has been working hard, meeting at least twice and sometimes more each month on restructuring and putting
in place a Club development plan. It has been decided the best course of action
is to sell the club rooms to:
•

Reduce the Club’s debt;

•

Reduce the Club’s overhead structure;

•

Allow the Club the flexibility and time to activate the development
plan

•

Acquire a more suitable building in the future

Strong interest has been shown to date by prospective buyers.

Queensland Drivers Seeding List
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Driver as at Oct 2010

Overall
seeding

Stewart Reid
Nathan Quinn
Ryan Smart
Paul Bergmann
John Goasdoue
Daniel Callinan
Matthew VanTuinen
Tony Scott
Glenn Brinkman
Kent Lawrence
Steven Shepheard
Paul Andrews
Adrian Bukmanis
Bernhard Graf
John Spencer
Marius Swart
Wayne Hoy
Wayne Johnston
Matt Dyne
Marty BECKTON
Adam Kennedy
Colin Hunter
John Darby
Rob Bishop
Allan Griffin

1
0.997469
0.994267
0.986599
0.983459
0.974256
0.969816
0.969346
0.966243
0.964021
0.963826
0.963391
0.956802
0.953405
0.95294
0.951922
0.949227
0.94906
0.946949
0.943251
0.942474
0.942047
0.940269
0.934317
0.931807
0.928041
0.924997
0.921405
0.917624
0.916704
0.914196
0.913482
0.913224
0.912692
0.911445
0.911415
0.911175
0.908226
0.90753
0.905592
0.905029
0.903913
0.903513
0.903309
0.902924
0.90286
0.899584
0.899243
0.898186
0.897582
0.895249

Ralph French
Mark Neary
Max Irvine-Brown
Rod Biggar
Roger Vickery
Micheal South
Ian Ogilvie
Bruce Fullerton (4wd)
Shaun Gill
Simon Knowles
Simon Campbell
Darren Walk
Dave Gaines
Wayne Menzies
Tim Erwin
Brad Hurford
Hugh Scott
Stephen Tonna
Richard Galley
Andrew Pearce
Cameron Sluce
Micheal Guest
Mike Bailey
Terry Smith
Jeffrey Kilbride
Richard Opie

#
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Driver as at Oct
2010
Rick Catlow
Duncan Clement
Colin O'Brien
Greg Latham
Murdo MacDonald
Peter Stewart
Gary Stacey
Joanne O'Dell
Peter Kahler
Melinda Both
Erik Johnsson
Ian Menzies
David Ovenden
Greg Van Dinter
Matthew Linning
Keith Callinan
Shane Pudsey
Garry Yoemans
Jamie Lawson
Paul McCubben
Adam Laney
Craig Aggio
Craig Newell
Dan Gibson
Wayne Daniels
Andrew Lord
Peter Glennie
Wesley Depper
Matt Martin
Michael Oldano
Phill Eather
Marco Jansen
Brian Brosnan
Shane Turner
Steve Orlando
Mark Byrne
Craig Mole
Ross Dunkerton
Matt Love
Paul Darrouzet
Daniel Hetherman
Lance Melrose
Andrew Rask
Anthony Tanzer
Ivan Voevodin
Bruce Fullerton (2wd)
Kelvin Taylor
Terry Brosnan
Chris Wedding
Ross Cox
Micheal Francis

Overall
seeding
0.894965
0.894858
0.894256
0.893513
0.89308
0.891066
0.89046
0.890133
0.889381
0.888893
0.888371
0.888146
0.884716
0.884699
0.883451
0.883321
0.883272
0.882842
0.879134
0.878991
0.878016
0.877567
0.876871
0.876787
0.874928
0.873937
0.872248
0.870239
0.866169
0.865106
0.864488
0.863942
0.863343
0.861718
0.861028
0.861
0.860873
0.859306
0.858519
0.858455
0.858334
0.857772
0.857566
0.85707
0.856437
0.856278
0.85613
0.854487
0.854122
0.853917
0.85357

#
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

14/10/2010
Driver as at Oct
2010
Robert Clark
Peter Clydesdale
Gary Meehan
Gerard McConkey
Brian Falloon
Murray Coote
Darren Jones
Brendon Mole
Gideon Street
Stephen Hetherman
Jamie Macfarlane
Martin Penfold
Ed Williams
Glen Mitchell
Robert Chapman
Darren Kurzok
Tim Dillon
Gary Morgan
Matt Harrison
Myles Frost
Adrian Dillon
Nathaniel Dillon
Liam Mahoney
Clayton Chapman
Paul Jansen
Luke Page
Geoff Krause
Scott Ruff
Chris Murphy
Robert Elliott
John Keen
Allan Clunes
Danial Hetherman
Keith Fackrell
David Parkinson
Tim Charalambous
Mitchell Smith
Peter Wass
Justin Sinclair
Mark Casper
Jason Delaney
Rob Dixon
Grant Brecknell
Peter Preston
Peter Lockhart
Ben Lynagh
Will Kirkbride
Allan Reinikka
Stephen Andrews
Steve Allmark
Chris Benjamin

Overall
seeding
0.852708
0.851363
0.851227
0.851
0.850352
0.849656
0.849533
0.847119
0.846853
0.846609
0.845696
0.845061
0.84438
0.842482
0.842482
0.840941
0.840861
0.839302
0.838938
0.834618
0.8344
0.833376
0.832658
0.832328
0.832
0.830421
0.830337
0.829816
0.828833
0.828
0.826428
0.825035
0.82462
0.824026
0.822825
0.822517
0.821738
0.819794
0.816014
0.815966
0.81522
0.810742
0.810141
0.810044
0.809744
0.808724
0.802732
0.802657
0.801872
0.800864
0.800069

Queensland Drivers Seeding List
#
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

Driver as at Oct
2010
Richard Anderson
Allen Davis
Shaun Dragona
Greg Fahey
Andrew Lenton
James Wilson
David Claes
Ray Smart
Chris Baxter
Tony Quinn
Al Kelly
Chris HARBECK
Andrew Gee
Wayne Parker
Peter Warpenius
Jason Ruse
Michael Ranson
Ian McKeague
Alan Brown
Mark Joyce
Eugene Rutland
David Grundy
Danny Benson
Ian Armstrong
Matthew Newmann
Bruce Hodgson
Dave Scharf
Peter Stringfellow
Eric Schroeder
Matt Daniels
Jason van Paassen
Ron King
Gary Bishop
Robert Parkinson
Viv Gees
Steve Kippen
Cliff Brecknall
Anthony Grace
Kim Ackworth
Mark Wust
Andrew Longuet
Robert Davies
Linda Walk
Arian Sanjar
Martin Darch
Matt Ross
Mark Laycock

Overall
seeding
0.797355
0.794487
0.790825
0.78922
0.789024
0.78601
0.784324
0.783628
0.782888
0.78231
0.78124
0.779288
0.778659
0.777814
0.777009
0.776993
0.775491
0.769015
0.767664
0.766308
0.765014
0.764094
0.763532
0.762121
0.762027
0.76061
0.758553
0.757611
0.755166
0.755035
0.753954
0.75306
0.745157
0.743076
0.74209
0.740957
0.738531
0.73128
0.726809
0.726681
0.721911
0.721102
0.72045
0.708546
0.708417
0.689429
0.673419

14/10/2010

Brisbane Sporting Car Club Members can now get the
edge with Torque Toyota joining your club as a
Platinum Partner.
For a great range of new vehicles at SPECIAL
discounted rates for BSCC members it’s never been a
better time to consider a new car.
CALL MARGOT TODAY : 07 3384 7311
mknowles@torquetoyota.com.au

Want a Great Deal
on 2009
Plate Runout?
Talk to us today for exceptional saving on 2009
Plated Territory, Falcon, Focus & Fiesta – who else
can save you dollars? Torque Ford of course!
Call Margot : 07 3384 7311
mknowles@torqueford.com.au

Remember when….
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Welcome new members
Dane Lubbe

Ray Priest

Nicole McPherson

Joshua Gollan.

Russell Hewett, (coming back after 12 years)
Hayden Michel

Matthew Pittman

Aaron Brown

Quick News
John Spencer has won the Waimate 50 GT Dunlop Rallysprint in New
Zealand in a Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 6. Stewart Reid finished 28th in a
BDA Escort.
Congratulations to Jason Page on the birth of Ciara Jane Page at 10:04am 1/10/10 at North West
Private. She came in at 6 pounds 4 and both
mum and Bub are doing well. A co driver in waiting?

BSCC Platinum Partners
Philcomm Communications

John Spencer had a quote from his 11 y.o. son, Lochlan after his roll
thru the flying finish at Jimna last weekend:

Extreme Motor Sports

“Dad – you were out of control into control!”

Speedie Contractors
WOW Sight & Sound
Torque Ford
Torque Toyota

Those who remember Henry Ryman aka Henry ‘Honda’ might be interested to know that he and Colleen now own and operate the City View
Motel in Warwick. Ten comfortable rooms and good home cooked
meals. Why not look him up when next going through Warwick.

For Sale
EVO VI - FINALLY MY EVO 6 IS FOR SALE
AFTER VIC,GOOD CAR, PROFESSIONALLY
MAINTAINED, ONLY 12 EVENTS EVER, NO
CRASHES -MID TO LOW 30’S WILL BUY.
Bruce Fullerton

0418 723 647

Lancer evo-6 rally car wrecking,all parts &
spares.
John Spencer Ph: 3376-2000

Coming Events
Saturday, 20 November, 2010—AllStar Tuning Queensland Challenge Touring Road Event. Contact: BSCC
on 3846 0233 email: bscc@ozemail.com.au Website: ww.bscc.asn.au

Friday, 3 December, 2010—Gallangowan Come and Try Rally
Contact: Sheridan Hetherman (Clerk of Course) Mobile: 0423 683 110 Email: caishe@comcen.com.au
website: http://www.gallangowan.com.au

Saturday, 4 December, 2010 ‐ Rally Gallangowan 2010
Contact: Sheridan Hetherman (Clerk of Course) Mobile: 0423 683 110 Email: caishe@comcen.com.au
website: http://www.gallangowan.com.au
Saturday, 11 December, 2010—BSCC Christmas Party. 441 Priestdale road, Rochedale. 5pm start.
Contact: BSCC on 3846 0233 email: bscc@ozemail.com.au Website: ww.bscc.asn.au

Clerk of Course Del controlling the event
from her seat of power in the middle of
the X - Motion stage

